Abstract Motivated by problems arising in nonlinear PDE's with a Hamiltonian structure and in high dimensional dynamical systems, we study a suitable generalization to in nite dimensions of second order Hamiltonian equations of the type x =
Introduction
A natural approach to qualitative theory of nonlinear partial di erential equations \with a Hamiltonian structure", is to regard such PDE's as in nite dimensional conservative dynamical systems and to try to extend, whenever possible, results and methods from the well developed nite dimensional theory.
One of the basic results in nite dimensions is the existence, under suitable assumptions, of maximal quasi{periodic solutions (see A] and references therein). These are solutions, which, up to a change of coordinates, are described by a linear ow: t ! !t, with ! 2 N , N number of degrees of freedom 1=2 dimension of the phase space (associated to the Hamiltonian system under consideration).
Some generalizations to in nite dimensions of the existence of quasi{periodic solutions have been studied by several authors; see, e.g. , FSW], VB], Wa2], P o], Ku], GW]. All these papers make use of quite stringent \smallness assumptions" (a drawback already present in nite dimensions).
In this paper we study the following in nite dimensional \second order Hamiltonian" system of equations on 1 , ( =2 ): where T , equipped with the weak topology, is regarded as an in nite dimensional (analytic) manifold and f is a (uniformly) Lipschitz map from T to its tangent space; the Hamiltonian structure comes from f being a generalized gradient (see below).
For such systems we will construct uncountably many almost{periodic solutions under suitably analyticity assumptions on f but without requiring any smallness condition. Such solutions will have the form: t ! x(t) fx i (t)g i2 d ; with x i (t) = ! i t + u i ( !t])] Our interest in a qualitative analysis of (1.1) has been motivated mainly by: (i) regular motions for nearly{integrable PDE's with a Hamiltonian structure; (ii) discrete approximations of, say, nonlinear wave equations in d (e.g. Sine{Gordon); (iii) many particle systems interacting via conservative forces.
(i) Important examples of nonlinear PDE's, such as the Korteweg{de{Vries equation and the non{linear Schr odinger equation, fall in the class of (in nite dimensional) integrable Hamiltonian systems (see, e.g. , AN] and references therein). An integrable aspect of these equations (with suitable boundary conditions) may be described, up to a change of coordinates, by a linear ow t ! (! 1 t; :::; ! i t; :::) 2 1 , where the \frequencies" ! i % 1 as i ! 1 (typically ! i Ci k with k > 1). Recently, it has been established ( Ku]) the existence, for perturbation of the above models, of special solutions described by a nite number of frequencies t ! (! 0 1 t; :::; ! 0 N t). The problem of the persistence (under small perturbations) of solutions with in nitely many frequencies is open. The model we study is not directly related to the above models but it might be regarded as a model problem mimicking some of the basic features coming into play: Hamiltonian structure, \compactness" of the con guration space, regularity, \frequency growth". We point out, however, that, in our model, the frequencies associated to the constructed almost{periodic solutions, grow very rapidly as jij ! 1: Such a fast growth is related to the Diophantine property and it is conceivable that relaxing this property one could establish, for (1.1), the existence of almost{periodic solutions having frequencies growing at \more interesting" rates (such as the polynomial rate mentioned above).
(ii) It is well known since Lagrange that the d{dimensional wave equation can be derived as (a suitable) limit, as " ! 0, of harmonic oscillators vibrating orthogonally to a lattice d " fn", n 2 d g (see, e.g. , G]). Such limit is not a ected by replacing the harmonic potential (x i+1 ? x i ) 2 =2, i 2 d " , by ? cos(x i+1 ? x i ). For example, the The nite approximation (1.5) is, for any xed " > 0, an example of system (1.1) treatable with our techniques.
We do not discuss here boundary conditions and hence a proper formulation of a problem associated to (1.4) ].
(iii) Models of many particles interacting via conservative forces provide natural concrete examples of systems (1.1). More precisely, one can regard (1.1) as describing a system of in nitely many coupled rotators (i.e. particles ideally constrained to move on \circles") centered on the site i 2 d and interacting (\coupled") via the \forces" f i ;
\conservative" meaning that such forces are, in a suitable sense (see below), gradients of \potentials".
An example generalizing (1.5) is the following. Fix L 1 and consider, for j 2 d , a collection of functions g j depending on sites of the lattice within (Euclidean) distance L from j; in formulae:
We assume that the \localized potentials" g j are real{analytic functions from jB j (L)j ! and that, for some positive M: Rather than trying to give a precise meaning to such formal objects, we shall use the notion of generalized gradients, which shall allow us to treat directly the di erential equations (1.1). Roughly speaking, a generalized gradient is a vector eld (i.e. a continuous map from T to its tangent space) such that when averaged (with respect to the natural probability measure associated to T ) over x j with j = 2 I with I a nite subset of d , the function (of nite variables) thus obtained, is a gradient of a periodic function.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In x2 we give a precise notion of solutions of (1.1) for Lipschitz vector eld (so that existence and uniqueness for all time of the Cauchy problem trivially follow); in x3 we introduce the Hamiltonian structure via generalized gradients; in x4 we de ne (maximal) almost{periodic solutions and in x5 we de ne Diophantine sequences and prove their abundance; x6 contains the statements of the main results; x7 is devoted to a nite dimensional \average theorem", which allows to construct quasi-periodic solutions for a system over N+1 starting from a quasi{ periodic solution of a subsystem over N obtained by averaging the potential associated to the original (N +1){dimensional system: iterating suitably one obtains the proof in in nite dimensions, which is spelled out in x8. We can now give a precise meaning to second order ODE's on T w : Given a continuous map f : T w ! B w consider the system:
where f i i f ( i : T w ! i being the standard projection). A solution of (2.6) is just a continuous map t 2 ! x(t) 2 T w , with x i 2 C 2 (), 8i, and satisfying the system (2.6).
Remarks 2.1 (i) In some sense the notion of solution we have just introduced is a \weak notion" (as opposed to looking at x = f as an equation on the cotangent bundle of T w ).
( (2) we can take w j a j .
Hamiltonian Structure and Averages
In nite dimensions, the Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian) structure in second order ODE's, In in nite dimensions, one could require as well that f be a gradient of a C 1 (T w ; ) function. However this attitude is much too restrictive as it imposes strong decay properties (as jij ! 1) to the components f i of the eld and even the simple examples (1.8), (1.10) of the introduction would not t in the picture. Indeed what one really needs is that f is a \local gradient" (where \local" refers to localized portions of d ).
We shall therefore introduce the notion of generalized gradient (or \g{gradient ") bringing in the local structure with the help of nite{dimensional projectors, which just average out the dependence upon variables x i with i varying in the complementary of a nite subset of d .
To construct such operators, we introduce a probability measure on T w : Consider the {algebra, R, generated by the \cylinders" (see, e.g. , Ha]) It is easy to check that the examples (1.8), (1.10) in x1 are g{gradients (see Pe]). We shall speak of second order Hamiltonian equations on T w whenever f in (2.6) is a g{gradient.
Let us conclude this section by introducing the (strong) regularity class we shall work with.
De nition 3.2 A g-gradient f is called uniformly weakly real-analytic if there exists a real number > 0 such that for any nite set I d , V (I) (x) is real-analytic on jIj and can be analytically continued to the set fz 2 jIj : jImz i j g. Remarks 3.3 (i) In fact we could deal with more general classes of vector elds allowing the width of analyticity of V (I) to tend to zero as jIj ! 1 (the allowed rate of decay would then be dictated by the quantitative analysis carried out below).
(ii) Example (1.10) in x1 is uniformly weakly analytic and as parameter one could take any positive number; example (1.8) is uniformly weakly analytic for some There exists a universal number K > 1 such that:
? ; 1)nA N < Kj!j (5:5) where`denotes Lebesgue measure. (ii) Whence, in particular, the above Lemma tells us that given a ( ; N){ Diophantine vector The proof of the above theorems will be given in x8.
A (Finite{Dimensional) Average Theorem
In this section we discuss a nite{dimensional problem, which may have some interest by itself, and whose solution will constitute the main step of the proof of Theorem 6.3.
Roughly speaking the question is how to construct quasi{periodic solutions for a (second order) Hamiltonian system on N+1 if you know the existence of quasi{periodic solutions for a \subsystem" obtained from the original one by averaging out some variables.
More precisely, let V : N+1 ! , (N 1), be real{analytic and consider the \Hamiltonian" equations: Now assume that (7.3) admits a non{degenerate (maximal) quasi{periodic solution x = !t + u(!t) ; ! 2 N ; u : N ! N (7:4) with ! ( ; N){Diophantine and u real{analytic. The question is: Can one nd quasi{ periodic solutions for (7.1) \close" (in some sense) to (7.4 
)?
The answer is positive provided the looked after quasi{periodic solutions have frequencies ! 0 (!; ) with j!j and suitable.
To formulate a precise and quantitative result, we need some notations.
Given N; M 1 and a function g : N ! M real{analytic on N f 2 N : jIm i j ; i = 1; :::; Ng (7:5) Finally, observe that, without loss of generality, we can assume that u in (7.4) has vanishing mean value over N (as we can replace u( ) with c + u(c + ) with c = ?hui, h i denoting average over N ). Proposition 7.1 Let V : N+1 ! be a real{analytic function, let V be as in (7.2) and assume that (7.3) admits a (maximal) non{degenerate quasi{periodic solution ( In the following we will not need the explicit (certainly not optimal) dependence upon N given in (7.9), nevertheless we shall pay some attention to constants for the sake of concreteness and also because it may help the reader to keep track of the various estimates. The proof is based on a result a la Nash{Moser from KAM theory which guarantees the existence of solutions of the equation ( One can actually show that the above solution u is \locally" unique (see CC2]).
This lemma is a re nement of Lemma 6 of CC1] (see also M2], SZ], CC2]); the main di erence is that we need here to leave the width of the domain of analyticity of the solution u as a free parameter (while in CC1] was xed to be half of ). Rather than indicating the (tiny but dense) adjustments to the proof in CC1] we present a complete (and short) Next, we estimateṽ, v and e on N+1 r for any r 0 < r < r. The hypothesis (iii) of Proposition 7.1 and the analyticity assumptions yield: kWk r kV x 0k 0 =) jW n 0j kV x 0k 0 e ?jn 0 jr (7:21) Then, by (7.19) (7:24) we can take (in applying Lemma 7.2) the parameter 0 0 = + kṽk r . Now, choosing r = (r + r 0 )=2 we easily obtain, for p = 0; 1, the bounds recall the de nition of in (7.9 ) and see (7.20)] k@ p 0ṽ k r ^ ( ) ?2 ; " 2 kek r ^ ( ) ?2 veri ed because of our choice of : In fact, by (7.14), (7.27 ), (7.25) it is:
A" 2 2 ( ) ?2 ( 0 ? ) 2 ( ) ?2 (7:28) and condition (7.12) reads just A"( 0 ? ) ?1 1. Furthermore we see that f 0 + u 0 : 0 2 N+1 r 0 g N+1 +kṽk r +A" N+1 + ( ) 2 N+1 0 (7:29) recall (7.14), (7.24), (7.25) and the de nition of in (7.10) ], where we used^ < 2 ( 0 ? )=2 =2; the fact that 0 < 0 see (7.10) ] follows from 2 ( ) ?2 1 and from the rst of (7.27 ). Now, for p = 0; 1, using (7.14), (7.28) (7:31) thus, by (7.14), (7.30 ) and see (7.9) ] using ( ) ?1 1,^ =2, also the bound on kD ! 0 ? u 0 ? (u; 0) k follows easily.
Proof of Existence of Almost{Periodic Solutions
Here we prove Theorem 6.3. Theorem 6.1 follows immediately from Theorem 6.3 and from Corollary A2.4 (see Appendix 2).
Proof of Theorem 6.3 The idea is to use iteratively the results of x7 to construct quasi{periodic solutions for larger and larger subsystems and to obtain, in the limit, almost periodic{solutions.
By hypothesis we are given a real{analytic quasi{periodic solution y(t) ! (0) t + u (0) (! (0) and by x N k the coordinate associated to j k . Then set, for k 0:
The (k +1) th step will consist in constructing non{degenerate quasi{periodic solutions with u (k+1) : N k+1 ! N k+1 and frequency ! (k+1) 2 N k+1 of the form (
Notice that the functions V (k) are de ned up to an additive constant which we shall choose so that, for all k 0:
: N k ! (8:6) Next, we x the sequence r k measuring the analyticity domains of the u (k) 's (recall that, in Proposition 7.1, r 0 is any number between zero and r): Also here the choice is rather arbitrary as the only requirement is that r k & r 1 > 0. We shall take: r k r 0 where > 1 is a pre xed number (thus r 1 = r 0 =2). Now, imagine that u (k) , (k 0), is given together with ! (k) 2 N k , that u (k) is real{ analytic on N k r k , that ! (k) is ( ; N k ){Diophantine and denote N k ; U k ; U k ; k ; k ; k ; k the (obviously) corresponding objects (see Proposition 7.1; notice that C; ; 0 remain xed in the construction The proof of Theorem 6.3 is completed by taking minf6"= 2 ; 3 p 5= 2 g. Remarks 8.1 (i) The above estimates imply that (choosing in (8.7) close enough to 1) k (" ) ?1 k! 9 , for all k big enough (the exponent 9 comes from the fact that k k (1 + k) 2 = > k " ?1 , from the 6 th power of the factorial in (7.9) and from the factor (r ? r 0 ) ? 11(N+1)+1] k! 11 ). It is also easy to see that, for the examples (1.5) and (1.10) discussed in x1, it holds the upper bound k (" ) ?1 b k k! 9 for a suitable constant b (depending also on x (0) (t); see Pe]); thus, in such examples (" ) ?1 k! 9 < ! j k+1 < (" ) ?1 b k k! 9 (8:20) for k large enough and for a suitable constant b (recall that " > 0 is arbitrary). As already noticed, this fast growth is intimately related to the property of ! of being a Diophantine sequence; and (obviously) 9 is far from optimal.
(ii) The regularity properties of the almost{periodic solutions, x(t), constructed above are much stronger than just being continuous and having C 2 () components x i (t) (such properties are best re ected by the approximations via the real{analytic functions u (k) We start by performing estimates on w; v 0 ; e 0 de ned in Lemma A2.5 (but keep in mind that the corresponding estimates at the j th step of the procedure are basically identical, having replaced v with v j , e with e j and with^ j & 0 to be suitably de ned below).
In the following bounds 1 B 1 B 2 ::: B will denote suitable universal constants. Fix 0 < < and let z be the unique solution of (A2.9) such that hwi = 0 (see the above Remark A2.6); then, using Lemma A2.1 and Lemma A2. This shows that the sequences @ p v j P j i=0 @ p w i , (p = 0; 1), converge uniformly on N 0 and, for p = 0, v j converge to a function u, which satis es (by construction) (7.13 The bounds (7.14) now follow easily.
